BUNKER
SPECIFICATIONS
Product name : BUNKER
Dimensions : 120mm x 70mm x 145mm
Weight 185g

PACKAGE CONTENTS
BUNKER
USB Cable

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
Windows 7 / Windows 8 / Windows 10

SPECIFICATIONS
Input: 5V 1.7A / 9V 1.7A (MAX)
Output: 5V 1A / 9V 1.1A (MAX)
Note: This product supports two modes of wireless charging according
to the specification of the device.

1. Quick wireless charging(output 10W): It works with devices which support
quick charging, e.g. S6 Edge+, Galaxy Note5, Galaxy S7, Galaxy S7 Edge.
2. Standard wireless charging (output 5W): It works with devices which only
support standard wireless charging, e.g, Samsung S5 and other Qi-enabled devices.
* Only a Quick Charge certified adapter or car charger can support this product's quick wireless
charging function, which is not included in this product, please purchase one separately.

Operating instructions:
1. Combine the T tip on the mount with the 3T-Slot on the back side of the holder.
2. Attach the suction cup on the dashboard, and press the lever to secure it.
3. Connect the USB charging cable to the micro USB slot on the holder, and connect the USB to the car charger.
4. Insert the car charger into the car's cigarette lighter socket.
* When the holder is powered, the LED indicator will turn blue / red / blut & red one time for each, then the light will be off.
The holder is now in standby mode.

5. Adjust the best viewing angle of the holder, and remove the protection film on the PU surface,
then attach the device to the PU surface.
6. To align your device with the mount, press the button on the back side of the holder to extend the legs so that you
could adjust the height of your device.
* If the device is not wireless charging enabled, just attach the device on the holder and connect the device with the
charging cable to charge your device.

7. The LED indicator will turn blue while charging mode is started.
8. To clean the dust on the PU surfance, press the button on the back side of the charging holder, then slip the upper cover out.
Rinse the PU surface with clean water, let it air dry, and it can be used again.

Cautions
1. Do not squeeze or crush the product.
2. Do not disassemble this product to prevent short circuit.
3. Keep the product away from fire, heat, humidity or corrosive environment.
4. Keep the magnetic stripe cards and chip cards (ID card, financial card, credit card, etc.)
away from this product to avoid magnetic failure.
5. Please keep the implantable medical device (pacemaker, cochlear implant, etc.) at least 20 cm away from the holder,
to avoid potential interference with medical devices.
6. To avoid an accident, children should be prohibited from using this product.

